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Abstract

In recent years, the trend of circuit training has promoted the development of hydraulic resistance equipment. The advantage of
typical weight training machines is being able to accurately quantify the training intensity, and it has won high praise for its
satisfactory outcome. Although the present hydraulic resistance equipments can not accurately quantify the training intensity,
they are easy to use and the training process is smoother. Many studies have expressed the better effect of hydraulic than
weight resistance machines, and this may be due to the studies of the hydraulic resistance equipments being focused on
exercise effects. Different resistance source will affect the muscle activation and force exertion, however, there were few
studies focusing on such features. Hence, this study was to compare the force curve and muscle activation level between these
two types of weight training equipments under three different velocities (low, medium, high) and medium intensity. The result
showed that the force exerted was more average and the muscle activation level is higher with hydraulic resistance training
machines.
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Abstract

This study was to survey the functional requirements of badminton shoes among badminton players in Taiwan. The subjects
were recruited from the national team, elite players, college teams and badminton lovers. The questionnaire was designed to
assess (a) the advantages and disadvantages, and (b) satisfaction among different brands of badminton shoes, plus (c)
requirements for ideal ones. The questionnaires were collected and analyzed for the order of importance and brand satisfaction.
We hope the findings can provide consumers about information on the functional requirements and also serve as a reference
for the future design of badminton shoes.
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